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Abstract
In flat Origami (Origami which is folded flat), some cases exist that have a closed-loop in the overlap order of

faces after they are folded. It is difficult to display this shape correctly on the screen when Origami is expressed by
sets of plane polygons of zero thickness as is generally used in CG because all faces are placed on the same plane.
In the present paper, we propose a new rendering technique to solve this problem. In the proposed method, we
prepare a matrix that represents the overlap relation between two faces and a face ID buffer, the concept of which
is similar to a Z buffer in the z-buffer algorithm. With this buffer, the face located in the uppermost is monitored
in each pixel at the rendering stage. We render the shape on the face ID buffer using a scanline algorithm and
display the folded shape by outputting the result in which the edges are extracted. Moreover, we render the shape in
technical illustration style by coloring each vertex according to the number of mountain and valley folds connected
to the vertex. In addition, we propose a simple pseudo shading algorithm.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Bitmap and framebuffer
operations

1. Introduction

Origami is a form of amusement and art that involves fold-
ing paper. By folding a piece of paper, various shapes can be
produced from a single sheet of paper. Many studies have in-
vestigated the geometry of Origami.There are various tradi-
tional pieces that express specific shapes such as “crane” or
“frog”, and there are other types of Origami that allow us to
enjoy the beauty of geometric shapes such as Unit Origami
that combines two or more sheets of paper and Origami Tes-
sellation (Fig.1(b)) that involves Twist Fold (Fig.1(a)) in a
repeating pattern.

Generally, Origami Tessellation is a kind of flat Origami.
Since the shape of paper is usually expressed as a face
of zero thickness when treated by computer, the situation
whereby multiple faces overlap on a single plane commonly
occurs. The painter’s algorithm (also known as a priority fill)
is one method of rendering the appearance of flat Origami,
although this algorithm fails when a closed-loop exists in the
face overlap order. This failure commonly occurs in Origami
Tessellation that has many closed-loops. Although the Z
buffer algorithm, which is used for rendering 3D objects,
works well for objects that have closed-loops in 3D space, it
does not work for Origami Tessellation that is folded flat and

all faces have the same depth (z-value). In the present paper,
we propose a new algorithm that solves this problem by us-
ing a matrix that maintains the relationships of overlapping
between every two faces and a face ID buffer that holds the
ID of the face that is located at the uppermost of each pixel.
As a result, it is possible to correctly render flat Origami that
has closed-loops in the overlap order. Moreover, we propose
a method for rendering flat Origami in the technical illustra-
tion style using the linear interpolation of vertex colors and
a method for rendering using pseudo shading.

We explain Twist Fold and Origami Tessellation in Sec-
tion 2 and introduce related research in Section 3. In Sections
4 and 5, we describe the proposed methods. The results are
shown in Section 6, and our conclusions and future research
are described in Section 7.

2. Twist Fold and Origami Tessellation

An example of Twist Fold is shown in Fig. 1(a). There is
a type of Origami called Origami Tessellation that is com-
posed of multiple Twist Folds as shown in Fig. 1(b).The
crease pattern of an Origami Tessellation is generated from a
tiled plane. The details are described in [Hul02], and an ap-
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plication that generates the crease pattern of Origami Tessel-
lation is available on the Web [Bat]. It is difficult to display
the folded shape using common CG rendering algorithms
because it has closed-loops in the face overlap order and all
faces lie on the same plane (all faces have the same z value).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Twist Fold. (b) Origami Tesselation.

3. Related Works

Origami has been the subject of numerous studies, most of
which have considered the geometry of Origami. Most of
the results of recent research in the field of Origami are well
surveyed in [DO07]. With the spread of computers, the use
of computers in the study of Origami has increased. “Tree
Maker” is an application that helps to design Origami by
automatically generating the crease pattern from the user’s
specified skeleton of the target shape [Lan]. Miyazaki et
al. [MYYT96] proposed an interface and a data structure
that enables users to fold Origami in virtual space interac-
tively. Although the data structure maintains the overlap or-
der, it cannot treat cases that have closed-loops. Furuta et
al. [FMF07] also realized virtual Origami folding by adopt-
ing spring-mass simulation. Although it is possible to fold
various models, it happens that one face penetrates other
faces when rendering because face ordering is not consid-
ered. Thus, research on Origami by computer has become
common but has not yet solved the problem of how to treat
special cases when multiple faces lie on the same plane and
the overlap order of faces has closed-loops.

4. Overlap relation of faces

4.1. Matrix expression of overlap relation

Although the order of overlapping of faces can be serially
defined when no closed-loops exist, it cannot when they ex-
ist. Hence, we use a matrix that represents the overlap rela-

tion between every two faces. When the number of polygo-
nal faces included in the Origami piece is N, an N×N matrix
can describe all overlap relations. We refer to this matrix as
the OR matrix hereinafter. Each element mi j is set to one of
the following three states:

• U (Upper) Fi is located above Fj.
• L (Lower) Fi is located below Fj .
• - (Undefined) Fi and Fj do not overlap.

For example, the OR matrix for the simple folding shown in
Fig. 2(a),(b) is defined as (c). (In this case, the OR matrix is
uniquely defined from the crease pattern. There are cases in
which multiple different OR matrixes can be defined from a
single crease pattern.)

F1 F2 F3
F1F3

F2

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: A simple crease pattern (a), side view of the folded
one (b) and the OR matrix (c).

4.2. Defining the overlap relation

Defining the overlap relation between every two faces from
the crease pattern is a difficult problem. Bern and Hayes
proved the problem of determining the overlap relation from
an arbitrary crease pattern to be NP complete [BH96]. Al-
though determining every element of the OR matrix from a
crease pattern is not easy, it can be obtained by a brute-force
approach because the number of possible cases is finite. In
the present paper, we do not discuss the approach of how to
obtain the correct OR matrix and instead assume that a valid
OR matrix can be obtained.

5. Rendering

5.1. Render to face ID buffer

Here, we describe how to render folded Origami based on
the OR matrix. The basic concept of the proposed approach
is similar to the z-buffer method. We prepare a buffer that
holds the ID (unsigned integer) of faces with the same size
as the rendering area (referred to hereinafter as the “face ID
buffer”). The ID of the face that is placed uppermost at each
pixel is stored in the corresponding position of this buffer.
The ID is stored using the scanline algorithm used in the z-
buffer method. Here, the scanlined face ID is overwritten on
the buffer only when the position of the buffer is empty or
the element mi j is “U” (Upper). (The i is scanlined face ID,
and the j is ID already stored in the position.)
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5.2. Line style rendering

We then use the Sobel filter that is used in image processing
to extract edges to the face ID buffer. The mask of the filter
is shown in equation (1). With this filter, we can obtain con-
tours of faces. We export the obtained contours to the frame
buffer.

hx =

⎡
⎣

−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

⎤
⎦ ,hy =

⎡
⎣

−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1

⎤
⎦ (1)

5.3. Technical illustration style rendering

Every face in the flat Origami is placed on the same plane
and has the same normal direction. Therefore, all of the faces
become the same color when using the common rendering
method, which does not use global illumination. This pro-
vides poor comprehension of the structure of the Origami
piece. Therefore, we add colors to faces to make the struc-
ture of the Origami piece easy to understand using a new
approach based on the heuristics.

As a generally experienced rule, the vicinity of the val-
ley folded lines becomes dark because little light reaches the
area. On the other hand, the vicinity of the peak folded lines
becomes bright. Then, we set the brightness B of each vertex
of polygonal faces using the following equation:

B = (M−V +2)/4 (2)

where M and V are the number of mountains and valleys,
respectively, of folded lines connected to the vertex on the
contour of a face. Since the values M and V can take 0, 1, or
2, the value of B becomes 0 ≤ B ≤ 1. The color of each pixel
in a face is calculated by linearly interpolating the colors of
vertices on the contour.

When the color of the vertices is defined using only the B,
most of the faces are filled with a single color. This yields
an unnatural image visually. Hence, we add changes to the
brightness of vertices according to the position (coordinate
value), so that the inside of faces is colored with gradation.
Here, we fixed the color of each vertex Vcolor as follows:

Vcolor = RGB(B′r,B′g,B′b) (3)

where r, g and b are RGB value of the original color. B′ is
the blightness calculated as follows:

B′ = min(1,waB+wbR+wc) (4)

where R is a value in which the distance between the position
of the vertex and the upper left corner of the bounding box
of the face is divided by the diagonal length of the bound-
ing box which is used to generate gradation. The values of
wa,wb, and wc are the weights of the parameters and we can
change them so that we can obtain the expected result.

5.4. Pseudo shading

To facilitate the recognition of the structure of overlap-
ping faces, it is desirable that reasonable shading is applied.
Again, it is impossible to use standard CG rendering to an-
swer this request because the target shape is flat and all
faces are placed on the same plane. Here, we propose a new
method that adds pseudo shading using a concept similar to
Ambient Occlusion [LB99]. In the method of Ambient oc-
clusion, the intensity of ambient light is adjusted according
to the ratio of the existence of a shield object on a sphere
that is centered at the target position. For flat Origami, we
need only consider blocking by upper faces. Therefore, we
use the model in which the intensity of ambient light at a
point in the shaded area (Fig.3(a)) is linearly reduced with
the ratio of the existence of the blocking object in a circle
centered at the position, as shown in the following equation:

I = 1− s
S

(5)

where I is the pseudo intensity of ambient light, S is the area
of the circle centered at the position, and s is the sum of the
area covered by the upper faces as shown in Fig.3(b). The
value I is calculated for each pixcel and the blightness of the
pixcel is multiplied by this.

S

sP

Ambient Light

invisible
 area shaded area

Upper Face

Lower Face

(a) (b)

Upper Face

Lower Face

Figure 3: (a) Lower face has the shaded area. (b) The inten-
sity of ambient light at P is estimated by using s and S.

6. Result

The rendering results of the proposed methods are shown
in Fig.4 and Fig.5. The application was implemented using
Java on a standard PC (CPU:Intel Core2 Duo 2.6GHz, RAM
3.5GB). The size of rendering area is 512x512 pixels. The
weights wa, wb, and wc, and RGB values r, g, and b are set
to 0.675, 0.225, 0.15, 1.0, 1.0, and 0.95, respectively. These
values are decided by a number of trials. In Fig.4, (1) and
(2) are examples of simple Twist Fold and Origami Tessella-
tion, respectively. Fig. 5(a) is an example of one of the best
known Origami pieces, namely, the “crane”, and Fig. 5(b)
shows an example in which the texture image is adopted. It
can be seen that our method works well for rendering flat
Origami regardless whether it has or does not have closed-
loops in the overlap order of faces. The computational time
for rendering Fig.5(2-c), (2-d), (2-e) were 63ms, 93ms and
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(1-a) (1-b) (1-e)(1-d)(1-c)

(2-a) (2-b) (2-e)(2-d)(2-c)

Figure 4: Results. (a) Crease pattern. (b) Rendered translucently using Java2D API. (c) Line representation. (d) Illustration
representation. (e) Shaded representation.

1515ms respectively. The pseudo shading consumed much
time because it requires the calculation of intensity of ambi-
ent light for all pixels.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Example of the “crane”. Left: Illustration rep-
resentation. Right: Shaded representation. (b) Example of
the “medal” rendered with texture.

7. Conclusion and future research

We proposed new methods to appropriately render flat
Origami pieces that have closed-loops in the overlap order

of faces using a overlap relation matrix and a face ID buffer.
It may be necessary to extend our method to make it possible
to treat 3D Origami. Although we applied colors to vertices
based on heuristics, it is possible to apply more appropriate
colors based on physical simulation.
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